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Abstract 

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) has become one of the most essential subjects in business 

management.  This paper establishes how risk modelling can be applied to supply chain 

management, specifically to supply portfolio procurement decisions of a firm.  In a single period 

setting, parts can be procured via traditional forward contracts, option contracts or spot purchases.  

Customer demand and spot prices are random and possibly correlated and firm’s primary suppliers 

are subject to complete disruptions and yield uncertainties.  This paper analyzes several scenarios 

where the spot market is not available, available for buying only, and available for both buying and 

selling.  This article develops and solves mathematical models considering the risk neutral and risk 

averse (CVaR) objectives independently or simultaneously.  For the special case of normally 

distributed random variables and a risk neutral objective, optimality properties were developed.  A 

broad numerical study examines the sensitivity of procurement strategies to key problem 

parameters such as, risk attitude, demand and spot price volatilities, correlation between demand 

and spot prices and terms of option contracts. 
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1.     Introduction 
 

Supply chains are now operating in volatile and competitive business environment 

more than ever.  Despite the recent progress in forecasting techniques, estimating customer 

demand accurately is generally challenging due to ever-shrinking product lifecycles and 

changing customer preferences.  In addition to unpredictability of customer demand, there 

also exist volume and price uncertainties at the supply end.  Effective management of demand 
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